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“Sometimes, if you stand on the bottom rail of a bridget and 
lean over to watch the river slipping slowly away beneath you, 

you will suddenly know everything there is to be known.”
AA Milne

It came as a shock the day the Ogmore burst its banks. Back 
in the ’70s, Bridgend seemed to be devoid of bad weather 
and the kind of pinched, miserly nights you get fobbed 

off with in autumn and winter. For me, the place was locked in 
a state of permanent summer; spliced into an endless loop of 
glorious, Pinewood Technicolor where whistling delivery men 
called round with everything from Cresta pop on a Thursday 
to wet fish on a Friday. On this day though, Welsh weather 
delivered on its unspoken promise. Down at Newbridge Fields 
behind my Grandmother’s house, the river had spilt over. My 
brother and I sprinted down to be met by a Dali-drunk-on-SA 
vision – one where fields of marshy, mulchy grass were covered 
in writhing eels; the natural world having displaced its own in a 
moment of madness. To us – curious and just a little sadistic as 
children are wont to be – this carpet of displaced elvers, each 
of them locked in a strange and hopeless dance, seemed more 
like comedy than horror. The Ogmore had given up its young 
as a sacrifice and all we could do was laugh at their terminal 
misfortune. Summer had made us entirely carefree. 

As a kid, I spent every school holiday in Bridgend while 
my Dad toured the continent fine-tuning his palette to previ-
ously-unheard French and Italian frequencies. Mainly he was 

getting a much-deserved respite from my brother Huw and me 
– a couple of pre-teen bruisers who probably asked for too much 
and gave very little back. Aggy (my paternal Grandmother) 
was, as far as Huw and I were concerned, Mother Teresa 
playing Santa Claus with a penchant for Superkings and twice-
weekly Bridge competitions. Her house seemed huge, echoing 
with the sound of footfall as you ran around it. Here, rooms 
were still kept “for best”. I remember thinking back then 
that Bridgend was a town populated entirely by pensioners. 
There were men like Mr Blatchley who had gainful employ-
ment destroying wasp’s nests (do the Job Centre still advertise 
for such skills?) and women like Auntie Clar, who you called 
Auntie as a matter of fact even though they were no relation to 
you whatsoever. Back then I thought Bridgend was the centre 
of the universe. Back then I suppose it actually was.

Amazingly, considering the generation gap, Aggy was up 
for anything as long as she could smoke her requisite 10 fags a 
day. She would selflessly look after us for weeks on end, some-
times two-thirds of the school holiday. All the while, she’d be 
at our beck and call from the minute that Dad buggered off on 
the Brittany Ferry, following the lure of cheap plonk and good 
charcuterie. If we asked, and we usually did, Ag was always 
ready to fire up the car for a trip to exotic, far-flung places like 
Roose Airport, the Mumbles or the seaward stretches of the 
river Ogmore.

While Aggy was always on hand to ferry us around from 
place to place, Dad would sometimes take us out on mini 
adventures, more often than not with the express intention of 
him and his mates ending it with a few pints. It worked for all of 
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us though, the perfect reward for patience and gentle exertion. 
Nothing would be too exhaustive or pre-planned, we weren’t a 
sporty family that would spend a day casting off or stripping 
down and jumping in for a spot of wild swimming. We were the 
kind of family that wandered from standing stone to wrecked 
castle; from pub to pub. For me and my brother, the payoff 
was the beer garden and a bottle of coke; for adults, it was the 
1970s afternoon closing equivalent of binge drinking. 

Although I grew up in Newport, a proudly ugly city 
cleaved in two by a grimy stretch of the Usk, it was the Vale Of 
Glamorgan and the banks of the Ogmore (Afon Ogwr to use 
the local name, although you’ll have scant chance of hearing it 
used round here) that I loved. The river made its presence prop-
erly felt as it snaked its way through Bridgend at the bottom of 
Newbridge Fields just behind Ag’s house, already well on its 
way to the sea and miles on into its journey. The Ogmore is a 
dreamy meander southwards from its nervous trickling source 
(the point that Roger Deakin beautifully describes as “a tear 
duct in the earth”) out near the cemetery mountain to the west 
of Treorchy to its ultimate destination at the mouth of Bristol 
Channel where Welsh water finally gets to meet English. On 
its journey, the Ogmore rarely breaks sweat. This isn’t a showy 
river; it’s not the kind you need a volume control for. Where 
the gaping mouth yawns open into the Bristol Channel, it is 
flanked on each side by sandy golden stretches that whisker the 
base of sleepy Ogmore-By-Sea. The closest action is in nearby 
Porthcawl, where the once-majestic Coney Beach funfair limps 
along in a state of disrepair – faded and unloved in flaking paint 
and graffiti, ready for the knacker’s yard. 

The Ogmore may now be something of an angler’s para-
dise – its waters ripple with salmon, brown trout and sewin (sea 
trout) – but only through carefully monitored recovery has it 
gained this new lease of life. Over the last couple of centuries, 
these waters were used primarily as a dumping ground for  
wastage generated by industry up in the valleys, where the 
detritus of everything from coal mining to cosmetics would be 
flushed downstream in the hope that it would become some-
one else’s problem. My father describes the river as having 
run black during his childhood. 

Throughout my life the Ogmore has been a river in remis-
sion. By the 1980s, industry was starting its graceless decline 
in the Valleys and, thankfully, people’s awareness of the natural 
environment was becoming more acute. Its use as a dumping 
ground stopped, possibly because the collieries that produced 
so much waste were shutting down production for good. The 
Valley’s loss was the Ogmore’s kiss of life as the unwelcome 
swirl of flushed-down Revlon was replaced by the fizzing blur 
of piscine industry.

As you trek out of town, the Ogmore gets more picturesque 
– less channeled, wilder; sketched out in violent yellow gorse, 
untamed bracken and grass pastures grazed down by lazy sheep. 
By the time you get to the Ogmore’s tourist tracks, the river cuts 
a crystalline path through the kind of picture-book countryside 
that allowed a child’s vivid imagination to run riot. Beyond the 
fields, a little further along near Merthyr Mawr village, was the 
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to a set of stepping-stones at the base of Ogmore Castle – a now 
decrepit memento of the Norman invasion of Wales in the 12th 
century. Back then, the stones had all the mighty weight of a 
giant’s causeway over the river – mossy boulders that spanned 
the raging torrent and had to be navigated with tightrope profi-
ciency. One reckless slide in the wrong direction and you were 
sodden from the waist down, bawling your eyes out. That fate 
never befell myself or my brother… but maybe that’s just hind-
sight kindly doing some mental rewiring, blurring out many of 
my more embarrassing moments as the years pile on. 

Further out, past the Penybont works (a sewage process-
ing plant that has been thoughtfully hidden away from view by 
time and encroaching foliage) was the biggest adrenalin rush 
for any child growing up around Ogmore Vale. Up past the salt 
marshes that flank the Ogmore were the sand dunes. Back 
then, a visit to the dunes was akin to being transported into the 
opening scenes of Star Wars, only by Ag’s Citroën Dyane rather 
than the Millennium Falcon. Here was a little piece of Tunisia 
dumped wholesale next to the coast in South Wales, the closest 
thing that the Vale had to a natural phenomenon – a mountain 
range in motion, rising then sinking with each uncontrollable 
tempest. The morning after the night before would see a whole 
new range of temporary peaks, drifts that you could bomb down 
on your sledge throughout the endless summer. With one of us 
on a hard-moulded blue toboggan and the other on a decommis-
sioned wooden surfboard, we fearlessly rode the dunes like they 
were Polynesian breakers. Here in the dunes, ‘epic’ really was an 
understatement. In 1961, scenes from Lawrence Of Arabia were 
shot between those shifting sands although the closest that my 

dipping bridge. Built in the 15th century in a powdery shade, 
the bridge was a stone arch with low-slung holes placed along 
its length. A generation or so before now, people brought sheep 
here and pushed them through the gaps and out the other 
side, forcing them to take a six-foot plunge for a much-needed 
seasonal scrub-up and delouse. Here you could stare from the 
bridge into the ripples below and waste time in the way that 
only kids really can. In tribute to the chap from Pooh Corner, 
we used to stop off here on the way to nowhere in particular to 
play pooh sticks. This bridge was a place where the most simple 
of pastimes, like throwing twigs into the moving current, would 
take on the almighty significance of an Olympic sport. Long gone 
by the time I came along was the inn by the side of the dipping 
bridge. There, the murderous landlord Cap Coch robbed, killed 
and buried dozens of weary travellers looking for refreshment 
on their pilgrimage westwards to the cathedral in St David’s. 
Their bodies were disposed of by the waterside, blood diluting 
down to a pinky nothing on its unscheduled journey to the sea. 

From the bridge, noses pricked and following the tang of 
briny air, we would head downstream before eventually coming 
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brother and I would get to Omar Sharif emerging from the distant 
horizon would be Ag coming to collect us so she could get to that  
night’s tournament. 

Inevitably, the dunes and the river surrender themselves 
unconditionally to the sea. The near-Blue Flag beaches (well, 
there are Blue Flag beaches nearby, does that count?) roll 
out for miles, offering something for everyone – kite surfing, 
horse riding, dog walking and plentiful opportunities for stoned 
teenagers to burn stuff. Squint hard enough here and you can 
see the plumes of smoke from the steel works in nearby Port 
Talbot, which in a certain faded light, takes on the appearance 
of Blade Runner’s Los Angeles. Looking out to sea on a clear 
day over the widescreen vista of the Bristol Channel, you get 
a good view of our English cousins on the North Devon coast, 
a sight impaired only by the low-slung craggy island known as 
Tusker Rock – proudly wrecking ships until as recently as the 
1960s. Over the sea lay the Great Unknown, places like Weston-
super-Mare, Ilfracombe, Woolacombe, Lundy: each unfamiliar 
name was like shovelled coal to the fires of the youthful imagi-
nation, as evocative as the stern proclamations of the Shipping 
Forecast. For all the water that swelled up between us and 
them, those places might as well have been on Mars. 

My relationship with Bridgend and the Ogmore changed 
for good when Ag passed away a few years back. The places 
that I used to play in are barely recognizable now. Bridgend got 
younger and a whole lot more serious. Roads were pedestrian-
ised, buildings uglified – market town architecture reimagined 
by half-pissed Brutalists on behalf of Boots The Chemist and 
Woolies (RIP). Recent history paints a gloomy picture of the 

town, stunned by the unfathomable spate of teen suicides, the 
ghastly legacy of decades of pit and factory closures in the 
surrounding areas. The land between my Grandmother’s house 
and the fields was eventually filled in and built on as over-eager 
developers snapped up any available green spaces. We sold her 
house and my ties with the town itself were severed. For me 
now it’s simply a train station on the way to somewhere else. 

Out of town, the dipping bridge is now a monument to 
a time gone by, one where local farmers cared enough about 
the well-being of their livestock to give them the occasional 
spot of beautification. The few thousand or so scraggy sheep 
that roam free around the salt marshes of the Vale do nothing 
other than annoy daytripping motorists with their somnambu-
lant grazing. They all look like they could do with a wash – or 
at the very least a push off a low bridge in order to shake them 
awake. The stepping-stones are in reality just a hop, a skip and 
a jump over the river, something to be tipsily traversed after 
a couple of pints in the Pelican, the nearest decent pub to the 
waterside. If you’re lucky, you can crouch on a stone and watch 
a sub-aquatic dual carriageway rolling along under the surface. 
Just a few feet deep by the stones, it’s undoubtedly a trout tick-
ler’s fantasy… well, a printable one anyway. 

These days you would drive straight past the dunes with-
out a second glance. Sometime in the ’80s, a panic must have 
set in that said, unless the drifts were stopped, they’d up sticks 
and cover up Swansea. With that, the dunes were cultivated, 
allowed to grow over and shift no more. What was once the 
biggest free fun park in South Wales is now a set of grassy 
verges, tethered down by a carpet of alien roots and shoots. 
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Still a location for film crews, nowadays you’re far more likely 
to see the likes of Russell T. Davies filming there than any 
budding David Lean as the river and the surrounding areas 
have been co-opted as backdrops for Doctor Who ever since his 
police box was parked permanently in South Wales a few years 
back. Add to that the BBC production of Merlin – where the 
Vale of Glamorgan magically transforms into the Vale of Avalon 
for 45 minutes once a week – and you’ve got a veritable Taff 
Tinseltown right there under your nose. 

Now when I look at the Ogmore and all those landmarks 
that nuzzle up next to it, I wonder what the wide-eyed, child-
hood version of me would make of the fact that the dunes, the 
river and the beaches he was brought up in the shadow of would 
years later be doubling up as far-flung windswept planets or an 
ancient Britain rife with witchcraft on national television? And 
would those outer-worldly outposts really have been any more 
impressive, any more tangible than the places that existed as 
figments of my own imagination; untethered thoughts allowed 
free reign to swoop and dive along the Ogmore in the perpetual 
summer of youth? That sounds like the kind of contemplation 
that needs to be done in that beer garden down by the river 
where the cool, cool water rolls on out to sea in front of you; 
the only constant in a landscape that’s subtly being remolded 
as much by nature’s pragmatic evolutionary march as by man’s 
generational mood swings. 

So, who’s round is it? 

Robin Turner has worked at Heavenly for as long as he can remember. 
He is the co-author of The Rough Pub Guide. 


